
 
 

 

 

As all of you know we have decided to level up with the Colorado Shines.  There has been many changes being done and one 
of the changes is that I am aligning my program with the ELDG (Early learning & development Guidelines) the chart is listed in 
this newsletter to give you a better idea of what it is all about.  I have added information about what the new domains are in 
an updated version of the childcare policies.  Please take time out to look all of them over.  I am very proud to say that we 
have been moving right along with the pre-school and our toddler time and the kiddos are learning so much.  We are now on 
the letter “E” and have done some recognition of colors (red, green, & black) and how they are implemented with moods.  
We have been going over our feelings and sharing how we feel every day.  We are working with sharing, being kind to our 
friends, counting, shapes, line tracing, matching, using scissors, use of a stapler, shaping our blubber into sand castles, sea 
shells, balls, and dinosaurs.  We have been working on quite a few different songs that I am sure you are hearing at home and 
I will get some of the other songs posted on FB and added onto the website soon so if you are feeling brave you can play 
those at home.  Some of them we get really loud with and some you have to whisper on.  It is fun to see the kids try to 
transition between the different levels of noise.  We are also learning what it is like to be a good pet owner and what it takes 
to be a good pet owner.  The kids get to help out with feeding and giving water to the dogs and cat along with feeding the fish 
and their favorite……clean the fish tank with our magnet cleaner!  Over the next few weeks I will be adding a bunch of what 
we are doing onto the website so your child can practice at home too.   I will be adding on the website things for all ages for 
each of the kiddos.  If you are in need of a book or toy the lending library is there for you to check out some items.  

 

                      

 


